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Additional Software Modules and Application  
Software solutions to maximise the potential of 
the unique Echoscope sonar
By choosing either optional Modules or Application
Software a host of new and exciting benefits can 
be realised when working with the unique real-time 
Echoscope 3D sonar data. 

Optional Software Modules can be added to Underwater Survey Explorer 
(Professional or Advanced editions) either at the time of order or at a later 
date. These optional modules are designed to optimise the capabilities of 
the data captured from the Echoscope real-time 3D sonar. These modules 
have on-line and post-survey tools to deliver more productivity to your 
subsea work.

Application Software has been designed through close collaboration with 
our clients to perform specific tasks when using CodaOctopus real-time 
3D Echoscope sonar. 

The CodaOctopus range of optional Modules and Application Software 
deliver enhanced capabilities for a variety of subsea tasks with the aim of 
increasing productivity and improving safety.

Features 
Powerful augmentation of real-time sonar data
Enhanced real-time 3D scene awareness
Real-time sonar data height from model
Up to 20 independent model motion controllers
Enhanced exporting capability
Ability to export 'binned' x, y, z sonar data
Automatic comparison of real-time 3D sonar data
Instant comparison between different surveys

Applications 
High definition seabed surveys and inspections

Subsea asset inspection and real-time monitoring

Marine construction monitoring 

Port Security and UXO surveys

Scour monitoring, dredging and rock dumping

Cable lay monitoring in real-time

Decommissioning and salvage operations

/Baseline Comparison

Application Software

/UIS
/Survey Monitor

Benefits

Augmented sonar data for greater scene 
awareness

Higher level functions for increased data 
processing options

Increasing productivity in specific applications 

High-confidence real-time decision making 

Upgrade existing USE software  
for increased flexibility

Expert 24x7 Technical Support

Optional Modules to enhance USE software
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Baseline Comparison, Models+, Exporting, Live Mode, Replay Mode, UIS and Survey Monitor are trademarks of Coda 
Octopus. CodaOctopus® and Echoscope® are registered trademarks of Coda Octopus. 

Optional Software Modules 

Baseline Comparison The optional Baseline Comparison software module automatically compares on-line or recorded data from a survey 
area with previously recorded data of the same survey area in order to make immediate comparisons and to  
identify underwater features that have either been added or removed from the area of interest. The port security  
market and other sectors such as subsea IMR, scour monitoring, and marine construction companies monitoring  
post-storm damage are putting Baseline Copmarison to great effect. 

The Baseline Comparison module is designed for use with either USE advanced or USE Professional editions. 

Models+* The optional Models+ software module provides the user with the ability to import user-created computer 
models. Models can be imported in the DXF or “.x” format and overlaid onto the Echoscope sonar data. This can 
be used during construction operations to confirm that assets are positioned correctly; it can also be used in 
post-construction to compare structures with designs. Furthermore, the position and orientation of multiple 
models can be controlled and manipulated on-line via a series of incoming navigation and motion matrix strings. 
Models+ now also allows use of new Volumetric Models.

The Models software module can only be used with the USE Professional edition. 

Exporting* Exporting is an optional software module that delivers an improved range of export options from the standard  
USE Digital Terrain Model (DTM) output capabilities. The Exporting module includes the unique and advanced 
3D binning option that delivers the full range of benefits of working with 3D sonar data. Now with our unique 
Volume Rendering preview modules.

The Exporting module is designed for use with either USE Advanced or USE Professional editions. 

Live Mode For operators wishing to run any USE edition, including USE Standard, in live mode only i.e. without data playback  
capabilities. Live Mode is an optional software module that enables users to view and record real time Echoscope  
3D sonar data. USE edition software must be delivered with either Live Mode or Replay Mode enabled.  

Replay Mode For operators wishing to run their USE edition in off-line or post-processing mode only. The Replay Mode  
optional module can be added to any USE software edition for post-processing and off-line review of previously  
acquired Echoscope 3D sonar data. USE edition software must be delivered with either Replay Mode or Live  
Mode enabled. 

Application Software 

UIS (Underwater Inspection System) Specifically designed for use with the UIS integrated security and inspection solution this Application Software  
package combines data from multiple sensors into a single mission control software solution. With user-defined  
displays and easy management of set-up and control, the UIS software has proven its worth for many worldwide  
ports and harbours for identifying and locating suspicious subsea anomalies. 

Survey Monitor An Application Software package to enable multiple users running Survey Monitor to view and interact with on- 
 line Echoscope sonar data. Each remote Survey Monitor user will have the ability to view Echoscope data in  

their preferred display and orientation independently from the on-line master operator.  
This application package is particularly suited for operators who wish to have a master Echoscope sonar operator,
whilst allowing multiple users e.g. vessel skipper, party chief, senior surveyor, and the like to see on-line data for  
instant decision making purposes. 

Baseline Comparison presents surveys from the 
same location conducted at different times in a single 
view for easy side-by-side comparison.
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The information in this publication was correct when it was published but specifications may change  without notice. Photos 
are included for illustrative purposes only and actual items may differ in appearance. Coda Octopus does not assume 
responsibility for typographical or photographical errors. Issue 3 (03-17).
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*for users wanting to access CodaOctopus® Volumetric Rendering Engine or Beam Editing, they will need to have USE Professional, Models+ and Exporting.

AUV Real-Time Module (ARTM) This module is designed to enable output of real-time data from the Echoscope® sonar head during AUV survey 
operations or similar. The ATRM enables XYZ data and optionally, intensity data to be output over UDP when 
acquiring live Echoscope® or C500 data. The module will compute the compensated XYZ position for each 
beam on each ping. 




